A quantum defect model for the s, p, d, and f Rydberg series of CaF.
We present an improved quantum defect theory model for the "s," "p," "d," and "f" Rydberg series of CaF. The model, which is the result of an exhaustive fit of high-resolution spectroscopic data, parameterizes the electronic structure of the ten ("s"Σ, "p"Σ, "p"Π, "d"Σ, "d"Π, "d"Δ, "f"Σ, "f"Π, "f"Δ, and "f"Φ) Rydberg series of CaF in terms of a set of twenty μ(ll('))(Λ) quantum defect matrix elements and their dependence on both internuclear separation and on the binding energy of the outer electron. Over 1000 rovibronic Rydberg levels belonging to 131 observed electronic states of CaF with n∗ ≥ 5 are included in the fit. The correctness and physical validity of the fit model are assured both by our intuition-guided combinatorial fit strategy and by comparison with R-matrix calculations based on a one-electron effective potential. The power of this quantum defect model lies in its ability to account for the rovibronic energy level structure and nearly all dynamical processes, including structure and dynamics outside of the range of the current observations. Its completeness places CaF at a level of spectroscopic characterization similar to NO and H(2).